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        Finding Olive 

I came to live in London in 1996 and settled in Brixton, where I still live. I come from 
Uruguay and I found myself naturally at home in Brixton, joining a neighbourhood 
that has been shaped by the continuous influx of immigrants from all corners of the 
world. Like many Lambeth residents, I have had my fair share of waiting time at Olive 
Morris House.1 I never thought much about the building’s name. In fact, at the back of 
my mind there was an unformed idea that the building was named after a man: Oliver 
Morris, perhaps an English gentleman of political or philanthropic leanings.

In August 2006, I was at Peckham Library doing some research about the history of 
black activism in the UK. I was looking for images of people holding placards, when 
I came across a picture that stopped me in my tracks. It was a small black and white 
photograph, printed towards the back of The Windrush Legacy: Memories of Britain’s 
Post-War Caribbean Immigrants, a book published by the Black Cultural Archives in 
1998. In the picture there was a young woman with short-cropped hair and her mouth 
open in a defiant gesture. She had the physical built of a teenager. She was holding 
a placard that read “BLACK SUFFERER FIGHT PIG POLICE BRUTALITY”.2 She held a fag 
between her fingers and was barefoot.

The caption said that the picture had been taken at a Black Panther Movement 
demonstration in Coldharbour Lane, but there were no further references to Olive 
Morris in the book, apart from a dedication on the last page to her contribution to the 
black struggle from which I learned she had passed away.

I was startled. Could this be the same person whom the Lambeth Housing Services 
building was named after? I was puzzled and excited about the idea that a council 
building had been given the name of a woman who – if one was to judge for the image 
– had been involved in radical activism within the borough.

But who was this woman? I asked my friend Hurvin Anderson if he knew her. He 
asked a friend who had been involved in the Brixton Black Panther Movement, and 
he confirmed that Olive had been a Black Panther herself and was known for her 
fearlessness in confronting police abuse.

1 Olive Morris House is one of several council buildings in the borough of Lambeth and serves the 
purpose of Housing and Council Tax Benefit centre for people who live on social housing or are on 
benefit or low income.
2 Photograph of Olive Morris with placard, Neil Kenlock, 1969. 
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Olive Morris with placard, 1969. Photograph by Neil Kenlock.
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A council building named after a female Black Panther. It seemed to defy belief in this 
age of non-confrontational politics. I wanted to know more. I searched the Internet 
for more information, but nothing came up. I found a brief comment in a forum for 
squatters that mentioned Olive Morris as a pioneer. A council building named after a 
female Black Panther and squatter. A building dedicated to Housing Services.

I visited Olive Morris House and saw the dedication plaque under a framed picture 
of Olive smiling. The plaque mentioned her as the founder of Brixton Black Women’s 
Group, and from her date of birth and death (1952-1979) I understood that I was in the 
presence of a historical figure who in the span of her short life had managed to make 
a contribution on many fronts of community organising.

The research that brought Olive Morris to my attention was for a participatory arts 
project that went on to win a 2006 Archives Landmark Award from the London 
Metropolitan Archives. One of the prizes was the opportunity to use an actress or 
actor to perform a character of the period researched. I envisioned the actress as Olive 
Morris, standing in a Brixton street, barefoot and telling the audience the amazing 
story of her life. I was asked to provide the actress with a biographic script. My request 
for a street performance was denied on the account of the English weather, and I was 
asked to look for a suitable venue. I approached Brixton Library and the organisers of 
Black History Month (BHM) were happy to host the performance for the forthcoming 
BHM schedule of events in October 2007.

With all practicalities seemingly resolved, I set out to compile a biography of Olive 
Morris to give to the actress. Up until now I had presumed there would be plenty of 
public information sources: records in archives, libraries, perhaps even a book or two 
written about her. The Black Cultural Archives had their archives in storage waiting for 
a new home, and couldn’t tell me where else to look. Lambeth Archives and Brixton 
Library didn’t have anything on file, although they knew of Olive Morris and her 
importance. The Women’s Library had some papers related to her but uncatalogued 
and, as such, inaccessible. The web didn’t yield much, but references I found about 
black activism in the 1970s got me started on the path of getting an education on the 
radical history of black people in the UK.

I, therefore, set out to search for Olive Morris with a purpose. The idea of a blog came 
about as the first step toward gathering biographical information for the performance, 
which, to this day, still hasn’t been developed. The blog was set up to keep a record of 
the search for Olive Morris, whilst hopefully growing to be a reliable public repository 
about her life and times as it expanded and enriched with the stories and memories of 
the people that had known her. It seemed to me at the time that there was an urgency 
to get the testimonies of those who knew her and to make them public. Ideas for a 
radio series based on interviews with Olive’s contemporaries, a publication and an 
exhibition started to form. 
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3 Beverley Bryan, Stella Dadzie and Suzanne Scafe, The Heart of the Race. Black Women’s Lives in Britain, 
London: Virago, 1985.
4 Eldridge Cleaver was in exile in Algeria at the time.

At about the same time, I was working at a temporary accommodation scheme in East 
London, where I met some young girls with a lot of political clarity but for different 
reasons – both internal and external – were unable to have the kind of activist stance 
and presence that someone like Olive had. I started to think about them in relationship 
to Olive, and about my own entry into grassroots politics as a teenager in South 
America. I started to wonder how young women in the UK might find a political voice 
and a platform for action at the start of the twenty-first century. I had a strong hunch 
that a project exploring the life of Olive Morris had to provide, in some form, a platform 
for young women to explore their own political identities.

Tim O’Dell, of Brixton Library, and Jon Newman, of Lambeth Archives, supported the 
creation of the blog and together we programmed its launch for the Black History 
Month 2007 season. They also put me in touch with Oniel Williams and Liz Obi. Oniel 
Williams was the first person I ever spoke to, who had actually known Olive. He told me 
about the book The Heart of the Race, which he said had a short biography of Olive.3 I 
looked for the book in Brixton Library, but found that their copy had gone missing and 
that the book in question was out of print. 

Liz Obi had once been a close friend of Olive’s and, in 2000, had organised an exhibition 
at Brixton Library titled Remembering Olive, Remembering the Times. There was a 
memory of the exhibition amongst Brixton Library staff although no records had been 
kept. Eventually Tim and Jon identified Liz as the author of the exhibition and got in 
touch with her to source some images for the BHM programme. After a few emails and 
phone calls, I met Liz for coffee at Brixton Market. After questioning me and listening 
to my story and reasons for wanting to do this project, Liz agreed to help me. That 
morning I learnt more about Olive Morris than in a whole year of searching in archives 
and the web. It also signalled the beginning of a friendship that has gone beyond the 
practicalities of making the project, and from which I have learnt a great deal about 
what it takes to be a woman, an activist and a mother.

Liz and Olive had squatted together at 121 Railton Road and, in 1972, had together 
hitchhiked their way to North Africa in search of a Black Panther in exile.4 When I met 
Liz, the door I had been searching for during a long year, suddenly opened wide.

Liz invited me to her house to see the materials she had. When she decided to 
organise her exhibition, Liz contacted Mike McColgan, Olive’s partner. Mike had in his 
possession several documents belonging to Olive, including school notebooks and 
college essays, correspondence with several community organisations, and albums 
of personal pictures. Having lived through those years, Liz knew where to look and 
added to Olive’s personal papers a selection of photocopies from newspapers and 
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publications from that time which documented the life of Olive in more detail, in 
particular the squatting years.

For my visit, Liz had taken all the documents out of storage, and pinned up several items 
on the original exhibition boards. She had also prepared a selection of publications 
that were influential to her and Olive in the 1970s: George Jackson’s Soledad Brother, 
Eldridge Cleaver’s Soul on Ice, Race Today magazines... Liz talked me through the items 
I was picking at random, answering my questions and adding her personal comments 
and stories. I was like a kid in a toyshop and Liz had to more or less throw me out of 
her house. I could have stayed there all day going through this amazing collection.5
I left with a handful of borrowed pictures and documents to scan, including Olive’s 
passport. After a year looking for Olive, here she was.

Blog launch at Minet Library, Brixton

On Monday 1 October 2007, a very wet London evening, a group of people 
braved the weather to gather at Minet Library for the official launch of the blog 
http://www.rememberolivemorris.wordpress.com. I had invited Liz to speak at the 
launch. Liz brought along her exhibition together with candles, incense and some of 
her houseplants. The exhibition boards were covered in African textiles. As an artist, I 
was glad to see (and be gently reminded of ) how little it takes to give a personal touch 
to what we do, when we take temporary occupation of an institutional space.

The event started with an introduction by Jon Newman, who explained why Lambeth 
Archives had decided to support the creation of the blog. I then welcomed the 
audience, and as an introduction and a form of setting the wider background against 
which this project was conceived, we showed a vox-pop video, made the previous 
week with Liz Obi outside Olive Morris House asking people in the street if they knew 
who Olive Morris was, and inviting them to volunteer a guess.6 Then Liz spoke to the 
audience about her personal relationship to Olive Morris. She explained why she had 
agreed to collaborate and share her knowledge with me. Her initial support for the 
project went on to become a real collaboration that led to the development of a much 
more politically-sturdy, community-oriented, and focused project. 

When we opened the discussion to the floor, we discovered there were several people 
in the audience who had known Olive. Sandra Hurst was one of them. She had known 
Olive despite being some years younger. Sandra told us how she had moved into 
the 121 Railton Road squat after Liz and Olive moved out, and was involved with her 
partner in setting up and running Sabarr Bookshop. Sandra was a founding member 
of Black Roof which started as a community organisation to protect their rights as 

5 These documents are part of the Olive Morris Collection at Lambeth Archives, reference no. IV/279.
6 The video is available on YouTube at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfwcaZ5TozU. 
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7 For more information about the St Agnes Place squat, please see, Brixton Guide, “St Agnes squat, 
Kennington 1969-2007,” http://www.urban75.org/brixton/features/st-agnes-place.html.
8 Olive Morris’ plaque and picture were taken down during the refurbishment of the building. In 2007 
Liz and I started a convoluted and frustrating dialogue with council officers to get the name, plaque and 
photograph reinstated. We also submitted a proposal to create a window display and install a bronze 
bust of Olive Morris on the public front of the building. Once constituted, ROC took up the issue and 
organised a pressure campaign. Eventually in 2009 the photograph and plaque were reinstated in Olive 
Morris House, together with a small window display and a dedicated page on the council website.

squatters, and went on to become a Housing Co-op. There was an animated discussion 
about the lack of awareness of the story of black squats, and of the paradox of having 
a housing building named after Olive Morris. A lineage of black squats was traced from 
121 Railton Road to the recently closed Rastafarian Centre at St. Agnes Place.7

There was also some debate as to whether the naming of buildings and streets is 
actually a positive thing and the desired recognition of black people’s achievements, 
or whether, as Jon Newman pointed out, it could simply be a political gesture that 
easily can be undone, as it is actually happening in South London nowadays (the 
renaming of Mary Secoale House was given as an example). The current situation with 
the refurbishment of Olive Morris House was discussed, and this was one of the areas 
where the audience felt some concrete outcome could come out of the project.8

Neil Kenlock, the photographer that brought me to Olive, also present, reminded the 
audience that it would be a pity if Olive Morris went down in history just as a squatter, 
because above all, her fight was “a fight for equality and this is how she should be 
remembered.” Neil spoke about his photographs of Olive, and told us about Olive’s 
fearlessness. “It took a lot of courage for her to stand there holding that placard. Those 
were tough times and many big and strong men didn’t have the guts to do it, but Olive 
did. She even took her shoes off.”

Tamara Lewis was also in the audience. Tamara is Olive’s niece but was born after her 
death. “Seeing and hearing all this, I keep thinking how happy Grandma would have 
been if she was here today.” This prompted some comments about Ms Doris Morris, 
and her own engagement with political activism, as the source of both the inspiration 
and the support that Olive found in her own family.

There was a sense – especially for those who knew little about Olive Morris – of the 
importance of recuperating her figure within our local community, not just as an 
inspiration for black people, but as an example for everyone. As Liz said, what was most 
important about Olive’s legacy is that she showed us we all can make a difference. That 
this power we had as individuals to stand up against injustice, is a very real power and 
that we should not hesitate to use it on our own and in collaboration with others.
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After the event, and warmed up by drinks and good conversation at a local old style 
Brixton pub, Liz Obi, Oniel Williams and I walked together all the way to Brixton, still 
talking about Olive and her times, the fate of “the 1970s struggle,” contemporary 
politics, the Third World, and the reality of life in Brixton as experienced by our children. 
Just as we were coming onto Coldharbour Lane we saw a police van and several police 
officers in the process of searching two young black men. We walked past them and a 
third police officer volunteered some community relation nicety to us, as we continued 
our journey without making any fuss.

There it was in a nutshell, the sign of the changing times. Much talk was made on this 
night about what Olive Morris would be doing nowadays, were she still alive. For sure 
she would have something to say.

Finding olive (all over again)

Why read or write about another [wo]man’s life unless it illuminates an aspect 
of yours?9

Reading back on those early days of the project is strangely paralysing as I sit now, in 
2009, trying to compose some form of conclusion for the personal journey I had gone 
through since that first encounter with Olive Morris back in 2006. Where does one 
begin to unpick what to put forward as significant, as life changing?

The detailed description of what happened since that October evening at the Minet 
Library could easily fill this book, and indeed several of the other texts presented 
here offer an insight into the range of activities and outcomes the project generated. 
Some of the women who came to the launch of the blog – Sandra Hurst, Ego Ahaiwe, 
Kelly Foster – and subsequently other women, joined to support and volunteer their 
time and skills to the project. Within an exact year of the blog launch, we founded the 
Remembering Olive Collective on 1 October 2008 at Lambeth Women’s Project.

The involvement of institutional partners, mainly Lambeth Archives and Gasworks, and 
the creation of the Remembering Olive Collective re-directed the project according 
to a much wider range of interests and agendas, and set its own relentless pace of 
monthly meetings to what had previously been a slow and drifting process built on 
improvisation and chance encounters. What has been achieved by ROC in just one 
year is pretty phenomenal for a group of volunteer, over-worked and un-resourced 
women from different origins, brought together by the inspiration of Olive’s story and 
unique character.

9 Farrukh Dhondy, C.L.R. James: Cricket, the Caribbean and World Revolution, London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 2001.
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A few days ago, riding on a bus circling Parliament Square with my six year old daughter, 
I pointed out Nelson Mandela’s statue to her. She noticed there were many other 
statues lined around the perimeter of the green, and casually asked me, “Who are the 
others? Why are they all boys?” I heard myself giving her an oversimplified version of 
the history of women, and why still today, there are “only boys” in Parliament Square. As 
the bus moved down White Hall, I showed her a recently inaugurated monument to the 
women of World War II. There are actually no women represented in the monument. 
Just a series of workmen’s clothing cast in bronze, hanging along the edges of a huge 
rectangular cenotaph, the men’s clothes that women were allowed to wear when they 
were rallied to fill in the work places left vacant by their husbands, brothers, sons, as 
they, in turn, were transformed into soldiers.

Perhaps we should take courage in the realisation that nowadays a young girl child is 
able to spot as a matter of fact the gender inequalities of public memorials, but if we 
are to address that representational imbalance, how are we to proceed? What is the 
best way of paying tribute to the women who have delivered us into the twenty-first 
century, still standing? How do we celebrate the legacy of someone like Olive Morris?

At some point in the process of attempting to negotiate with Lambeth Council an 
appropriate way to pay tribute to Olive in the refurbished Olive Morris House, I made 
a drawing of the front of the building. I placed on the windows a reconstruction of Liz 
Obi’s exhibition, a double tribute to Olive and to the efforts of her friend to keep her 
memory alive. Just in front of it, I sketched a bust of Olive, head protruding forward 
meeting passers-by at eye level. A bust cast in bronze, a portrait of a young black girl 
from Brixton, with all the importance usually reserved to men of great political and 
military stature. Beyond the deliberate gesture of a conceptual artist proposing to 
create a public artwork in one of the most conservative of sculpture traditions, there 
was a whole lot of sincerity in the proposition. 

And yet, as Olive’s name and image gradually raises from the intimacy of the black 
community she belonged to and fought for, into the limelight of the Brixton Pound 
notes, and features in The Guardian and on national TV, a mild anxiety overcomes me.10

Have we gone too far? Have we created a monumental and heroic image for her that 
is in dissonance with her own vision and modus operandi as an activist? She kept her 
feet firmly on the grass(roots) and sought not fame nor glory. Other names appear in 
the story we are trying to put together: Kath Locke, Sylvia Erike, Ada Phillips, and many 
others who are still alive and thus not ready yet to succumb to the archival treatment.11

10 The Brixton Pound (B£) is a complementary currency, working alongside (not replacing) pounds 
sterling, for use by independent local shops and traders in Brixton, and it is the UK’s first local currency 
in an urban area. It was launched in September 2009 and each of the notes commemorates a local hero, 
voted on by the people of Brixton. Olive Morris is featured on the B£1 note. 
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To their names I might add others from a more intimate history, my grandmother and 
mother, my A-level art history teacher, a comrade from the FMLN campaign during the 
war in El Salvador, a neighbour who against all odds is still stirring up trouble amidst 
the unrelenting decay of our council estate. Perhaps we should create monuments to 
each one of them. That’s a hell of a lot of bronze.

Open the page of any free newspaper these days, and review the violence against 
women in the crime stories, the stereotyping in advertising and the mocking of 
prominent women in both the current news and celebrity pages. It begs disbelief, and 
makes me worry that no amount of feminist indoctrination from the top of a double-
decker might make much difference to my daughter’s future. But in good Olive’s spirit, 
let’s end these musings without painting too bleak a picture. If I understood one 
thing about revolutionary women’s history in these last three years, it is the power 
of testimony, and the necessity to create evidence for future generations. So while 
waiting for a better idea, I just keep my ROC badge on, and promptly ask to anyone 
who gives it the eye: Do you remember Olive Morris? 

Ana Laura Lopez de la Torre

11 Kath Locke (1928-1992) was highly active in campaigning for women’s rights as well as in the 
promotion of many different educational and cultural activities in Manchester’s Moss Side, including 
the formation of Manchester Black Women’s Mutual Aid and Manchester Black Women’s Co-op – later 
re-formed as Abasindi Co-op. A multi-purpose health and social care centre is named in her honour. 
Ada Phillips was Kath Locke’s sister, a committed activist and founder of the Manchester Black Women’s 
Co-op. Together with her husband Ron Phillips and Gus John, she founded the George Jackson House 
in Witherington Road, a halfway house for homeless teenage boys, which became known throughout 
the entire black British community and beyond. Sylvia Erike was a member of the Brixton Black Women 
Group and like Olive, died whilst still young.
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